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Abstract—In a discrete multitone receiver, a time-domain
equalizer (TEQ) reduces intersymbol interference (ISI) by short-
ening the effective duration of the channel impulse response.
Current TEQ design methods such as minimum mean-squared
error (MMSE), maximum shortening SNR (MSSNR), and
maximum geometric SNR (MGSNR) do not directly maximize
bit rate. In this paper, we develop two TEQ design methods to
maximize bit rate. First, we partition an equalized multicarrier
channel into its equivalent signal, noise, and ISI paths to develop
a new subchannel SNR definition. Then, we derive a nonlinear
function of TEQ taps that measures bit rate, which the proposed
maximum bit rate (MBR) method optimizes. We also propose
a minimum-ISI method that generalizes the MSSNR method
by weighting the ISI in the frequency domain to obtain higher
performance. The minimum-ISI method is amenable to real-time
implementation on a fixed-point digital signal processor. Based
on simulations using eight different carrier-serving-area loop
channels, 1) the proposed methods yield higher bit rates than
MMSE, MGSNR, and MSSNR methods; 2) the proposed methods
give three-tap TEQs with higher bit rates than 17-tap MMSE,
MGSNR, and MSSNR TEQs; 3) the proposed MBR method
achieves the channel capacity (as computed by the matched filter
bound using the proposed subchannel SNR model) with a five-tap
TEQ; and 4) the proposed minimum-ISI method achieves the bit
rate of the optimal MBR method.

Index Terms—Channel shortening, FIR filter design, maximum
bit rate equalizer, minimum intersymbol interference equalizer,
time domain equalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ULTICARRIER modulation, particularly discrete mul-
titone (DMT) modulation, is one of the most promi-

nent modulation methods for high-speed digital communica-
tions. DMT partitions a broadband channel into a large number
of virtually independent, narrowband subchannels. Ideally, each
narrowband subchannel would have a flat frequency response
and could be modeled as a gain plus additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). The total number of bits transmitted over the
broadband channel would be the sum of the bits transmitted in
each narrowband subchannel.
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Modulation by the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and
demodulation by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) create or-
thogonal subchannels. A spectrally shaped channel, however,
destroys the orthogonality between subchannels so that they
cannot be fully separated at the receiver and causes both inter-
carrier interference (ICI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI) [1].
One solution to prevent ISI is to add an appropriately long guard
period at the beginning of each DMT symbol. When the guard
period is a cyclic prefix, i.e., a copy of the lastsamples of a
DMT symbol, ICI can be reduced.

Prepending a guard period ofsamples to each DMT symbol
eliminates ISI when [2], where is the length of the
channel impulse response. The guard period reduces the channel
throughput by a factor of , where is both the
symbol length and FFT length. Whenbecomes large relative
to , this factor decreases so that the performance loss can be
prohibitive. Hence, is chosen to be relatively small compared
with .

A channel shortening equalizer commonly known as a time-
domain equalizer (TEQ) is required to shorten the length of the
effective channel to the cyclic prefix length. The TEQ is a fi-
nite impulse response (FIR) filter. The equalized channel, which
is the cascade of the channel and the TEQ, can be modeled as
a delay by samples followed by an FIR filter whose impulse
response is the target impulse response (TIR) of samples.
The TIR would fit into atarget windowof samples starting
at sample index in the shortened impulse response (SIR).
The rest of the SIR would ideally be zero.

Three major approaches for TEQ design require training
sequences. The first approach minimizes the mean-squared
error (MSE), where the error is the difference between the
received symbol and desired symbol [3]–[8]. The second
approach estimates the channel impulse response and designs a
TEQ that minimizes the energy of the impulse response outside
of a target window or, equivalently, maximizes the shortening
signal-to-noise ratio (SSNR) [9], [10]. Neither the minimum
MSE (MMSE) method nor the maximum SSNR (MSSNR)
method directly maximizes the bit rate [11]. The third ap-
proach attempts to maximize bit rate by either optimizing an
approximation to the geometric SNR (GSNR) [11]–[14] or by
optimizing the bit rate obtained by an adaptation algorithm
[15].

The MMSE method [3] for TEQ design is based on a channel
shortening method to decrease the complexity of Viterbi de-
coders [16] and is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, both the TEQ
impulse response and the target
impulse response (TIR) are finite in du-
ration. If the error in Fig. 1 could be forced to be zero, then the
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) equalizer.

SIR (upper path) would be equal to the TIR (lower path) with a
time delay difference. By controlling the TIR length, we control
the SIR length. Given the length of the TIR as , the goal
is to find the TIR , delay , and TEQ that minimize the
MSE. The lower path in Fig. 1 is not physically implemented
but serves as a mechanism to calculate the TEQ.

The MMSE method prevents a trivial solution during opti-
mization by placing a unit-tap constraint on the TIR[3], [5]
or a unit-energy constraint on either the TIRor the TEQ im-
pulse response . The unit-energy constraint gives a smaller
MSE than a unit-tap constraint [6]. The optimal MMSE solu-
tion under the unit-energy constraint is the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the minimum eigenvalue of a channel and noise de-
pendent matrix [6], [16].

For the MMSE TEQ design method with a unit-energy
constraint, iterative algorithms have been proposed to lower the
computational cost, especially for the eigenvalue decomposi-
tion. Several algorithms discussed in [4] use frequency domain
adaptation and time domain windowing to minimize the MSE.
Although computationally efficient, these adaptive methods
show slow convergence. Two fast iterative algorithms compute
the minimum eigenvalue by using a modified power method
[7] and Rayleigh minimization by exploiting asymptotic
equivalence of Toeplitz and circulant matrices to estimate the
Hessian matrix of a quadratic form [8].

The aforementioned MMSE methods do not have control
over the frequency response of the TEQ. For example, a
TEQ designed with these methods would have some gain
over unused subchannels that would contribute only to the
noise and not to the desired signal. In addition, many MMSE
optimal TEQs have deep nulls in the frequency domain. Those
subchannels with deep nulls become useless. One solution to
this problem is to add frequency weighted energy of the TEQ
to the objective function (i.e., MSE) [17]. By placing a large
positive weighting on unused subchannels, the energy in these
subchannels can be minimized along with the MSE.

Another way to incorporate frequency domain control into
the MMSE design method is per tone equalization [18]. Instead
of having a TEQ followed later by a one-tap frequency domain
equalizer (FEQ) for each subchannel, the TEQ is eliminated by
a FEQ with multitap FIR filters. That is, the TEQ is mapped into
the FEQ. This approach minimizes the MSE in each subchannel
separately instead of minimizing the MSE in the time domain.
Although per tone equalization offers some frequency control,
we do not consider it further in this paper. Instead, we focus on
methods to design a conventional TEQ-FEQ structure.

The MSSNR method [9] is based on the observation that ISI
is caused by the part of the SIR that lies outside of the target
window. The SSNR is defined as the ratio of the energy of the

SIR inside the target window to the energy outside of the target
window [9]. The error definition in the MMSE approach in-
cludes this part of SIR but also includes the difference between
the TIR and SIR inside the target window [10]. Therefore, min-
imizing the MSE does not necessarily minimize the SIR outside
of the target window.

The MSSNR method directly minimizes the part of the SIR
that causes ISI. This is a more effective method to reduce ISI
than methods based on the MSE. The MSSNR method, however,
uses only the channel impulse response when calculating the op-
timum TEQ, which means that it ignores the effect of the noise
and transmit power spectrum. Since the bit rate is a function of
noise, channel gain, and transmit power spectrum, a bit rate op-
timal TEQ design method must take into account all three when
computing the optimum TEQ. As a consequence, the MSSNR
method cannot optimize bit rate.

The maximum GSNR (MGSNR) TEQ method [11] would
maximize the bit rate if several restrictive conditions, ideal as-
sumptions, and simplifications were to hold. Because the theo-
retical basis of the MGSNR TEQ method provides useful back-
ground information in the derivation of our proposed methods,
we present the MGSNR method in Section II-B.

Instead of using a closed-form approximation for bit rate as in
the MGSNR method, an alternate approach [15] uses an adap-
tation algorithm to calculate the bit rate for a given TEQ. This
rather computationally complex adaptation algorithm returns
the bit rate by using a mixture of time domain and frequency
domain calculations. A multidimensional optimization method
is used to optimize the bit rate. At every iteration of the opti-
mization algorithm, the adaptation algorithm has to be used to
calculate the bit rate.

We propose a new model for subchannel SNR that is based on
the equivalent signal, noise, and ISI paths of an equalized mul-
ticarrier channel [19]. We define the impulse response of the
signal path as the part of the SIR lying inside the target window
and the impulse response of the ISI path as the part of the SIR
lying outside of the target window. We calculate the equivalent
paths in the frequency domain by using the FFT and use this
model to derive the optimal maximum bit rate (MBR) TEQ.
The design of the optimal TEQ requires constrained nonlinear
optimization that is impractical for cost-effective real-time im-
plementations. Therefore, we propose a fast, near-optimal, min-
imum-ISI (min-ISI) method. The min-ISI method places the ISI
in subchannels with high noise power.

The min-ISI method is intended for use in standard-compliant
ADSL transceivers. These ADSL transceivers employ a peri-
odic pseudo-noise training sequence followed later by an ape-
riodic pseudo-noise training sequence during initialization. The
periodic training sequence consists of one fixed symbol without
a cyclic prefix (the sequence is 1024 to 1536 symbols in the
G.DMT standard). Although it is common for a receiver to use
this sequence to train the TEQ, the standard does not require the
TEQ to be designed at this point, nor does it prevent the TEQ
from being modified or redesigned when receiving the aperiodic
sequence. The aperiodic sequence is transmitted with a cyclic
prefix. It is common for the receiver to use the aperiodic se-
quence to estimate the signal power and noise power in the sub-
channels of the equalized (shortened) channel. At the end of the
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aperiodic sequence, the receiver sends bit allocation informa-
tion for each subchannel to the transmitter. In the G.DMT stan-
dard, the aperiodic sequence contains 16 384 symbols, and only
a small portion of these symbols is necessary to determine the
bit allocation. Hence, the first portion of symbols could be used
to estimate the signal and noise power in each subchannel of
the (unequalized) channel, which could be used to generate the
frequency weighting for the min-ISI method. Once the min-ISI
method designs the TEQ, the TEQ could then be applied to the
remaining aperiodic symbols to determine the bit allocation for
the equalized channel.

We have implemented the min-ISI method (except for the fre-
quency weighting) on three different fixed-point digital proces-
sors: Texas Instruments TMS320C6200 and TMS320C5000,
and Motorola 56 000. The source code is available at
http://www.ece.utexas.edu/~bevans/projects/adsl/index.html.
The implementations are based on fast low-memory algorithms
for the min-ISI and MSSNR methods [20]. We have also
released on the above Web site a DMT TEQ design Matlab
toolbox that implements the two proposed TEQ design methods
and eight other TEQ design methods. The toolbox is driven by
a graphical user interface and may be extended to include other
TEQ design methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
background information including the capacity of a multicarrier
modulated channel and the MGSNR TEQ design method. Sec-
tion III presents the new model for subchannel SNR. Section IV
derives the optimal MBR TEQ that maximizes the bit rate
based on the new subchannel SNR model. Section V proposes
the computationally efficient, near-optimal min-ISI method
that generalizes the MSSNR method by weighting the ISI in
the frequency domain. Section VI presents simulations results.
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed
methods with the MMSE, MSSNR, and MGSNR methods and
with channel capacity. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

This section introduces necessary background information
for the derivation of a new subchannel SNR definition in the
next section and reviews the MGNSR TEQ design method. Sec-
tion II-A defines the capacity and achievable bit rate of a multi-
carrier modulated channel. Section II-B describes the MGSNR
TEQ method for maximizing an approximation to the achiev-
able bit rate.

A. Capacity of a Multicarrier Channel

Modulation with an -point IFFT generates two one-dimen-
sional (1-D) (real) (DC and Nyquist frequencies) and

two-dimensional (2-D) (complex) subchannels. For an ade-
quately long cyclic prefix, it is reasonable to assume that the
channel gain and noise power in each subchannel is flat. In
this case, each subchannel can be modeled as an independent
AWGN channel. The capacity of a multicarrier channel can be
written in terms of bits per symbol as [2]

SNR bits/symbol (1)

The maximum achievable bits per symbol, on the other hand,
can be written as

SNR
bits/symbol (2)

where
subchannel index;
set of the indices of the used subchannels out
of subchannels;

SNR matched filter bound of the SNR in theth sub-
channel and is defined in (3);
SNR gap for achieving Shannon channel capacity
and is assumed to be constant over all subchannels
[21].

The bit rate can be calculated from (2) by multiplying by the
symbol rate, which is 4 kHz in the ADSL standards. In down-
stream G.DMT transmission, for example, the symbol rate is
calculated as the sampling frequency (2.208 MHz) divided by
samples per symbol and multiplied by
to adjust for the fixed symbol in every frame of 69 symbols.

The SNR gap is a function of several factors, including the
modulation method, allowable probability of error, gain of
any coding applied , and desired system margin . The
SNR gap can be approximated in the case of quadrature ampli-
tude modulation (QAM) as [21]

Assuming that the input signal and noise are wide sense sta-
tionary, the SNR in theth subchannel can be defined as

SNR (3)

where and are the transmitted signal and channel noise
power, respectively, and is the gain of the channel spectrum
in the th subchannel. We also assume that the subchannels are
narrow enough so that the channel frequency response and trans-
mitted signal power spectrum are constant in each subchannel.
The definition in (3) does not include the effect of ISI or any
equalizer. It is the maximum achievable SNR or the matched
filter bound (MFB). If the channel causes ISI or an equalizer
has been used, then the definition has to be modified.

B. Geometric TEQ Method

Al-Dhahir and Cioffi [11] propose a method to incorporate
the optimization of achievable bit rate into the TEQ design. The
goal is to use the ultimate performance measure as an objective
function in the TEQ design procedure. Their derivation starts
with the definition of the GSNR which is a useful measure re-
lated to the bit rate

GSNR
SNR

(4)
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Maximizing the GSNR is equivalent to maximizing the bit rate
[11]. In (4), the subchannel SNR defined in (3) is modified to
include the effect of the equalizer [11]

SNR (5)

where
signal power;
noise power;
gain of in the th subchannel;
gain of in the th subchannel.

Recall that the equalized channel can be modeled as a delay
by samples followed by an FIR filter whose impulse response
is the TIR. Al-Dhahir and Cioffi state the optimum TIR problem
as

s.t. and

MSE (6)

Here, is a channel-dependent matrix, and MSE is a
channel-dependent parameter that limits the MSE. The non-
linear constrained optimization problem in (6) does not have a
closed-form solution but may be solved by numerical methods.

The MGSNR TEQ method is not optimum (in the sense of
maximizing bit rate) due to several approximations. One ap-
proximation is in the GSNR definition itself—the method max-
imizes an approximation to the actual GSNR. The objective
function is derived based on the assumption that the TIR and the
TEQ coefficients are independent. However, this is not the case
because the “optimal” TEQ coefficients are calculated from the
“optimal” TIR coefficients using

(7)

where and are the “optimal” TEQ and TIR vectors, re-
spectively, and and the input-output cross-correlation
and output autocorrelation, respectively.

The most important approximation, however, is in the defini-
tion of the subchannel SNR SNR in (5), which includes the
effect of the equalizer but not the effect of the ISI, even though
the objective of the TEQ is to minimize ISI. This issue has been
addressed [22] by modifying the SNR definition to include an
ISI term

SNR (8)

However, this modified definition is only used to evaluate the
performance of the MGSNR TEQ method, which is still based
on the definition given in (5).

In summary, the drawbacks of the MGSNR TEQ method are
the following.

• Its derivation is based on a subchannel SNR definition
SNR that does not include the effect of ISI.

• It depends on the parameter MSE that has to be tuned
for different channels.

• Its objective function assumes thatand are indepen-
dent.

• It requires a constrained nonlinear optimization solution.

Considerable effort has been spent to overcome the last issue
listed above. Farhang-Boroujeny and Ding [14] propose an
eigen-approach based suboptimum solution to overcome the
computational complexity of the constrained nonlinear opti-
mization solver. This approach achieves similar performance
with lower computational complexity. For some channels, this
suboptimum approach gives better performance, which proves
that the MGSNR TEQ method is not optimum. Lashkarian and
Kiaei [12] propose a projection onto convex sets method to it-
eratively solve the constrained nonlinear optimization problem
with lower computational load. Chiuet al. [13] reformulate
the constrained nonlinear optimization method and propose an
inverse power method to solve it. This approach also reduces
computational complexity and, in some cases, gives better
performance than the MGSNR TEQ method.

III. M ODEL FORSUBCHANNEL SNR

In this section, we motivate the derivation of the equivalent
impulse responses for the signal, ISI, and the noise path with an
example and use this derivation to model subchannel SNR.

A. Example: Equivalent Impulse Responses for the Signal, ISI,
and Noise Paths

Consider a DMT system with an FFT size of and
a cyclic prefix length of . Consider transmission of two
DMT symbols and over
an equalized channel , as shown in Fig. 2. The length
of the equalized channel is four, and its
delay is assumed to be . Since the length of the equalized
channel is longer than , ISI will occur. With the addition
of the cyclic prefix, the symbols become
and , which form the transmit sequence

.
The received signal can be expressed as

(9)
where is the additive channel noise at the output of the equal-
izer, and “ ” represents linear convolution. The received signal
can be partitioned as follows:
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Fig. 2. Example: Two DMT symbolsa andb are transmitted over an equalized
channel~h = h �w. After dropping the invalid samples and the cyclic prefixes,
the two symbols are received as~a and~b.

• : The equalized channel has a delay of one, and the first
received sample is invalid.

• : The first transmitted sample is a cyclic prefix and is
ignored.

• : These samples correspond to the first received
DMT symbol .

• : This sample is the cyclic prefix of the second symbol
and is dropped.

• : These samples correspond to the second received
DMT symbol .

• : We have received all symbols transmitted, and
the remaining samples are invalid. They are caused by the
duration of the channel impulse response.

In order to demodulate the received DMT symbolsand
correctly, the channel length has to be at most . Since
the channel impulse response length in this example is four, the
received symbols have an ISI component in addition to the de-
sired signal component and the noise component

(10)

where is the equivalent signal path impulse response, and
is the equivalent ISI path impulse response.

• The Desired Signal Component: A cyclic prefix length
of sample prevents ISI for channels up to length

. In the ideal case in which the channel is short-
ened to this length, the received symbols are the four-point
circular convolution of the transmitted symbols and the
channel impulse response. Then, the transmitted subsym-
bols can be recovered by dividing the received subsymbols
by the channel frequency response (i.e., a one-tap FEQ).
Therefore, the desired component of the received signal is
in (11), shown at the bottom of the page, where

“ ” linear convolution;
sample to be omitted due to the channel delay;

cyclic prefix of the symbol ;
cyclic prefix of the symbol ;
sample to be omitted due to the tail;

another sample to be omitted due to the tail.
Then, the received symbols are

(12)

(13)

where represents circular convolution. All these terms
are shown in (9).

• The ISI Component: All additional components outside
the oval box in (9) are ISI terms and are due to the extra
nonzero taps in the channel impulse response. The ISI
terms can be written as follows:

(14)

• The Output Noise Component: The last component of
the received symbols corresponds to the additive noise

, which is the filtered version of the channel noise by
the equalizer. Therefore, the equivalent path for the noise
consists only of the equalizer. That is

The equivalent signal path impulse response and the
equivalent ISI path impulse response can be obtained from
the equalized impulse response by using a window function
as

where represents element by element multiplication, andis
a zero vector everywhere, except that it is one for the
elements starting at index , and is a vector of all
ones.

B. Generalization of the Equivalent Path Impulse Responses

The example in Section III-A can be generalized so that
any received signal can be partitioned into the desired signal,
ISI, and noise components. The signal and ISI components
are linear filtered versions of the same transmitted signal. The
filters can be obtained by partitioning the equalized channel
impulse response. One of the filters is formed from the samples
of the equalized channel inside the target window. We call this
the equivalent signal path impulse response . The second
filter is formed from the remaining samples of the equalized
channel impulse response and is named the equivalent ISI path
impulse response .

In general, the two equivalent paths can be represented as

(15)

(11)
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Fig. 3. Impulse responses of (a) a channel, (b) equalizer, and (c) equalized channel. Partition of the equalized channel impulse response into the (d)signal path
and (e) ISI path. (f) The sum of signal and ISI paths is equal to the (c) equalized channel impulse response.

Here, and are the channel impulse response
and TEQ, respectively, and

otherwise

represents the target window.
Fig. 3(a)–(c) shows a simulated channel, equalizer, and

equalized channel (in continuous form for illustration pur-
poses). Fig. 3(d)–(f) show the signal path, ISI path, and the
sum of both paths, which is equal to the equalized channel. The
equalizer could not shorten the channel to fit inside the target
window. Therefore, a small part of the equalized channel acts
as the equivalent ISI path impulse response.

The portion of the received signal corresponding to the addi-
tive noise of the channel is filtered by the equalizer. The equiv-
alent noise impulse response is equal to the equalizer taps

Fig. 4 shows the original channel, the equalizer, and the three
equivalent paths in an equalized channel.

C. New Definition of Subchannel SNR

As described in the previous section, the received signal con-
sists of three components:

1) the desired signal component;
2) the ISI component,
3) the output noise component.

The SNR can be defined as

SNR
signal power

noise power ISI power

Fig. 4. Block diagrams for the equalized channel and the corresponding signal,
noise, and ISI paths in a DMT system.

With this definition, we assume that ISI is a second additive
noise source in the channel, which reduces the SNR in the same
manner as channel noise does. This is an approximation that
ignores the correlation between ISI and signal.
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Using the equivalent path definitions, we define a new sub-
channel SNR—SNR —to incorporate both types of distor-
tion as

SNR (16)

where , and are the transmitted
signal power, channel noise power (before the equalizer), signal
path gain, noise path gain, and the ISI path gain in theth sub-
channel, respectively. The equivalent path gains in subchannel

are the th FFT coefficients of the equivalent path impulse re-
sponses.

When the channel is perfectly equalized to the desired length,
the ISI path impulse response is equal to zero. In this case

and the subchannel SNRSNR can be written as

SNR (17)

This is equal to the MFB SNR given in (3) and is the max-
imum achievable SNR. This is expected since the SNR should
be maximum when there is no ISI. Note that the second equality
in (17) is valid only if is nonzero. For the subchannels in
which is equal to zero, the equalizer stops the signal and
noise, which makes the definition of SNR meaningless.

To substitute and in (16), -point FFTs
of and are required. As a result of the con-
volution of the channel of length and the equalizer of length

, the length of and is . Furthermore,
the length of is equal to that of , which is .

To obtain length- sequences, we either pad zeros (if the se-
quence is shorter than ) or drop the last few samples (if the
sequence is longer than). The TEQ is always shorter than

. The length of the SIR, however, may be longer
than . In practice, the channel impulse response would be cal-
culated by taking the -point IFFT of the channel frequency
response, which would result in a impulse response length of

. After convolving with the TEQ impulse response, the
SIR would have a length of .

Under these assumptions, we need to pad zeros to the noise
path impulse response (which is the TEQ impulse response), and
we need to drop samples from the signal and ISI path
impulse responses. This process does not cause any error for the
signal path impulse response since the target window is placed
near the energy concentration of the SIR, and the samples near
the tail are already zeroed out. In the ISI path case, however,
a small error is introduced by dropping the samples between
indices to . Our simulations show that the
energy in the dropped samples is about 50 dB below the total
energy of the ISI path impulse response. Since the SIR has most

of its energy at the beginning of the response, this error is small
and can be ignored.

IV. OPTIMAL MAXIMUM -BIT-RATE (MBR) EQUALIZER

In this section, we develop a method for optimizing TEQ de-
sign for bit rate. To write the achievable bit rate in terms of the
TEQ tap values, we derive the subchannel SNRs as a function of
the TEQ taps. Including the zero padding and sample dropping
mentioned in Section III-C, we rewrite the equivalent signal, ISI,
and noise path impulse responses in matrix form as

(18)

where , and are length- vectors repre-
senting the equivalent signal, ISI, and noise path impulse
responses, respectively. The matrix is defined as
the first rows of the convolution matrix of the channel

...
...

...
.. .

...

...
...

...
.. .

...

and are diagonal matrices representing the window
function and , which are defined as

diag

and

diag

where diag forms a diagonal matrix from its vector argument.
The matrix is defined as

Here, represents an unity matrix, and
represents an matrix consisting

of zeros. Define the FFT vector as

(19)

so that the inner product of with a -point vector gives the
th FFT coefficient of that vector. Using (18) and (19)

(20)
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Finally, by substituting (20) in (16), we obtain

SNR (21)

This definition includes the effects of both ISI and a TEQ.
Now, our goal is to find the optimal TEQ that maximizes

. We rewrite (21) as

SNR

(22)

(23)

where

Substituting this result into (2), we obtain

bits/symbol (24)

which gives the achievable capacity as a function of the TEQ
taps. Thus, we can maximize using nonlinear optimiza-
tion methods such as the quasi-Newton, conjugate gradient,
or simplex algorithms [23]. The global optimum of this non-
linear optimization problem would give us the maximum bit
rate (MBR) TEQ. In practice, however, we cannot guarantee
convergence to the global optimum.

The only constraint required in (24) is , which is to pre-
vent the denominator from becoming zero. In practice, however,
the constraint would be implemented by choosing a nonzero ini-
tial value for . Contrary to quadratic minimization problems in
which the zero vector is the optimum solution, most optimiza-
tion algorithms applied to (24) would not converge toward the
zero vector because that would minimize bit rate by reducing
the denominator term [23].

We do not consider the MBR TEQ method to be a practical
solution to the equalization problem. Instead, we use it only as
a benchmark for achievable performance. We use the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno quasi-Newton algorithm in Matlab’s
optimization toolbox (24) to find the MBR TEQ.

The model proposed in Section III leads to a nonlinear op-
timization problem to find the optimal MBR TEQ, as in the
MGSNR TEQ method [11], but with the following differences.

• The proposed subchannel SNR model includes the effect
of ISI, and no unrealistic assumptions are used to obtain
the achievable capacity as a function of equalizer taps.

• No constraints are required for the new optimization
problem, which enables the use of a variety of faster
optimization methods.

• No ad-hocparameters, such as MSE , need to be ad-
justed for different channels.

• The MBR TEQ is directly obtained from the optimization,
unlike the MGSNR TEQ method, in which the equalizer

is calculated using (7) after the TIR is obtained from the
optimization.

V. NEAR-OPTIMAL MINIMUM -ISI (MIN-ISI) EQUALIZER

Calculating the MBR TEQ requires solving a nonlinear
optimization problem. Even if a fast optimization algorithm
were used, finding the global optimum can be a computa-
tionally expensive process. In order to use an equalizer in a
practical system, we have to avoid nonlinear optimization.
In this section, we propose the min-ISI equalizer, which can
be calculated without using a globally optimal constrained
nonlinear optimization solver.

The idea behind the min-ISI method can be explained from
(22). Both the numerator and the denominator of (22) are power
terms. Since a power term is always non-negative, minimizing
the distortion power in each subchannel is equivalent to mini-
mizing the sum of the distortion powers over all subchannels

After normalizing by , we obtain

(25)

where is the th -point FFT coefficient of . Thus, the
first term in (25) is the square sum of the-point FFT coeffi-
cients of , which is equal to the square sum of the coefficients
of due to Parseval’s theorem

(26)
The first term does not affect the minimization of (26) for a
constant norm (the optimal can always be scaled to force

). While minimizing the distortion power, a constraint
is required to prevent the minimization of the signal power as
well. Therefore, we define the TEQ design problem as

s.t. (27)

or, alternatively, as

s.t. (28)

where
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Fig. 5. Configuration of the eight standard CSA loops. Numbers represent
length/thickness in feet per gauge. The vertical lines represent bridge taps.

The constraint also ensures that the norm of the signal path im-
pulse response is one. Hence, the output signal power is equal
to the input signal power.

The proposed method in (27) is a generalization of the
MSSNR method [9]. The constraints in both methods are
equivalent in setting the norm of signal path impulse response
to one. The MSSNR method minimizes the norm of the ISI
path impulse response. The proposed method, on the other
hand, minimizes a weighted sum of the ISI power, hence, the
name min-ISI. The weighting is with the inverse of the noise
power. Both methods would be equivalent if the signal power
to noise power ratio were constant for all subchannels and all
subchannels (including the DC, Nyquist, and POTS splitter
subchannels) were used.

In (27), the weighting by amplifies the objective
function (which measures the ISI) in the subchannels with low
noise power (high SNR). A small amount of ISI power in sub-
channels with low noise power can reduce the SNR in that sub-
channel dramatically, which in turn would reduce the bit rate.
In subchannels with low SNR, however, the noise power is large
enough to dominate the ISI power; therefore, the effect of the ISI
power on the SNR is negligible. This explains why the MSSNR
method is not optimal in the sense of maximum channel ca-
pacity—it treats ISI in low and high SNR subchannels equally.

VI. SIMULATIONS

We present simulation results to analyze and compare the
performance of the proposed MBR and min-ISI methods with
the MMSE, MGSNR, and MSSNR methods. We use the eight
standard carrier-serving-area (CSA) loops in Fig. 5 as our test
channels. The channel data is generated using Linemod software
[24]. All channel impulse responses consist of 512 samples sam-
pled at a rate of 2.208 MHz. We add a fifth-order Chebyshev

highpass filter with cutoff frequency of 5.4 kHz and passband
ripple of 0.5 dB to each CSA loop to take into account the effect
of the splitter at the transmitter. The DC channel (channel 0),
channels 1–5, and the Nyquist channel are not used.

We model the channel noise as140 dBm AWGN dis-
tributed over the entire bandwidth plus near-end-cross-talk
(NEXT) noise. The NEXT noise consists of eight ADSL
disturbers, as described in the ANSI T1.413-1995 standard
[25]. The input signal power of 23 dBm is distributed equally
over all used subchannels, and the FFT size is set to .

Delay optimization has been applied by running all methods
for all possible delays in the range of 1 to 50 samples, except
for the methods based on optimization (MGSNR and MBR).
The optimum delay, as well as the initial point for the MGSNR
TEQ method, has been obtained from the MMSE method. That
means that the MGSNR TEQ optimization starts with the op-
timal MMSE solution and delay. After experimenting with the
constraint parameter MSE for the best performance of the
MGSNR method, we set it to be 2 dB above the MSE obtained
from the MMSE method. The optimum delay and the initial
point for the MBR TEQ has been obtained from the min-ISI
TEQ method. In the case when , the method in [26],
instead of the original MSSNR method in [9], is used.

Bandwidth optimization is applied by shutting down (i.e., by
not assigning any transmit power to) subchannels with initial
SNR lower than the required SNR to transmit two bits with a
given SNR gap of dB. This corresponds
to system margin of 6 dB and a coding gain of 4.2 dB. We are
not using any bit loading algorithm; therefore, all bit rate results
are calculated from the SNR distribution after the TEQ is placed
into the system. We assume that the power allocation is constant
over all used subchannels and that it is not changed after the
TEQ is placed into the system.

A. Performance Versus Number of Equalizer Tapsand
Cyclic Prefix Length

We analyze the performance of the aforementioned TEQ
methods with respect to the number of equalizer tapsand
cyclic prefix length . We first set as dictated by the
ADSL standard for downstream transmission and vary the
number of taps in the TEQ . This analysis is intended to give
us insight about how many TEQ taps we need to obtain highest
performance for all methods. The results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows bit rate versus . Even though it is for CSA
loop #4, it is representative of the performance of the TEQ
design methods for the other standard CSA loops. The MBR
and min-ISI methods achieve bit rates within 96% of the upper
bound with only three TEQ taps. For more than three TEQ taps,
the bit rate of the MBR and min-ISI methods stays above 96%
of the upper bound. On the other hand, the bit rate for MSSNR,
MMSE, and MGSNR peaks, then declines, and then oscillates
as increases. MSSNR is only competitive with the MBR and
min-ISI methods for very short TEQs . For ,
the bit rate for MSSNR, MMSE, and MGSNR drops to 70% of
the upper bound or less. The MBR and min-ISI methods can
give higher bit rates than the other three methods for any TEQ
size. The MBR and min-ISI methods give virtually the same
performance, with the MBR method having a slightly better bit
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Fig. 6. Achievable bit rate versus the number of equalizer taps for CSA loop
4, � = 32; N = 512, coding gain= 4:2 dB, margin= 6 dB, input power=
23 dBm, AWGN power�140 dBm/Hz, NEXT noise modeled as eight ADSL
disturbers. AsN increases, the bit rate should be monotonically increasing if
the method is guaranteed to find the optimum bit rate. For the MSSNR, MMSE,
and MGSNR methods, the dependence of bit rate onN is not monotonic.

Fig. 7. Achievable bit rate versus the cyclic prefix length� for CSA loop 4,
N = 17;N = 512, coding gain= 4:2 dB, margin= 6 dB, input power=
23 dBm, AWGN power�140 dBm/Hz, NEXT noise modeled as eight ADSL
disturbers.

rate. The difference, however, would not be worth the extra ef-
fort of nonlinear optimization required by the MBR method.

From Fig. 6, it might be concluded that for the min-ISI and
MBR methods, a cyclic prefix of 32 is not required. Since large
cyclic prefix reduces the throughput of the channel, we would
like to find the smallest length under which the upper bound on
bit rate can be achieved. To do so, we set and vary
from 2 to 36. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 7, the MBR and min-ISI methods achieve the max-
imum bit rate for a cyclic prefix of 11 samples when a 17-tap
TEQ is used. The MGSNR method outperforms the MSSNR
method (except for cyclic prefix lengths of 3, 13, and 14) and the
MMSE method. The MGSNR method is only competitive with

Fig. 8. Achievable bit rate with respect to cyclic prefix length� for CSA loop
4,N = 3;N = 512, coding gain= 4:2 dB, margin= 6 dB, input power=
23 dBm, AWGN power�140 dBm/Hz, NEXT noise modeled as eight ADSL
disturbers.

the MBR and min-ISI methods for short cyclic prefix lengths
. As increases, the bit rates achieved by the MSSNR,

MGSNR, and MMSE methods essentially decrease, then in-
crease, and finally decrease. The slope in the performance of
the upper bound is caused by the bit rate reduction by the factor

, which is due to the increase in the cyclic prefix
length.

Fig. 6 suggests that a three-tap equalizer can effectively
shorten a channel. The objective of Fig. 8 is to find the smallest
possible cyclic prefix length given a three-tap equalizer. With
a three-tap equalizer, the MBR, min-ISI, and MSSNR methods
achieve the upper bound on bit rate for . Using the
min-ISI method, a three-tap equalizer and a cyclic prefix length
of 25 can outperform all previously reported methods with up
to 32 TEQ taps and a cyclic prefix length smaller than 36. The
MMSE and the MGSNR TEQ methods are not competitive
with the other methods for small .

B. Achievable Bit Rates for the CSA Loops

The bit rate results for all methods on all eight channels are
listed in Table I for equalizer taps and cyclic
prefix length and Table II for and . All results
are obtained by averaging over 25 measures.

Table I suggests that given a 17-tap equalizer, the bit rate
losses are 30–57% for MMSE, 18–39% for MSSNR, and
6–32% for MGSNR, 1–2% for min-ISI, and less than 1% for
MBR methods. Table II suggests that a three-tap equalizer can
perform within 4% bit rate loss, provided that either the min-
imum-ISI method or the MBR method is used to design it. For
a three-tap equalizer, the bit rate losses are 3–8% for MSSNR,
29–39% for MGSNR, and 40–54% for MMSE methods.

The poor performance of the MMSE method can be explained
as follows. The MMSE method minimizes the difference be-
tween the TIR and SIR. It minimizes both the difference inside
the target window and outside the target window. Since the TIR
is zero outside the window, minimizing the difference outside
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TABLE I
ACHIEVABLE BIT RATES FOR THEEIGHT CSA LOOPSEQUALIZED WITH

THE MMSE [6], MGSNR [12], MSSNR [11],THE PROPOSEDMIN-ISI,
AND THE PROPOSEDMBR METHODS, IN PERCENTAGEWITH RESPECT

TO THE MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE BIT RATE IN THE CASE OF NOISI OR

EQUIVALENTLY WITH AN SNR EQUAL TO THE MATCHED FILTER BOUND

(MFB).N = 17; � = 32; N = 512, CODING GAIN = 4:2 dB, MARGIN = 6

dB, INPUT POWER= 23 dBm, AWGN POWER�140 dBm/Hz, NEXT NOISE

MODELED AS EIGHT ADSL DISTURBERS

TABLE II
ACHIEVABLE BIT RATES FOR THEEIGHT CSA LOOPSEQUALIZED WITH

THE MMSE [6], MGSNR [12], MSSNR [11],THE PROPOSEDMIN-ISI,
AND THE PROPOSEDMBR METHODS, IN PERCENTAGEWITH RESPECT

TO THE MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE BIT RATE IN THE CASE OF NOISI OR

EQUIVALENTLY WITH AN SNR EQUAL TO THE MATCHED FILTER BOUND

(MFB). N = 3; � = 32;N = 512, CODING GAIN = 4:2 dB, MARGIN = 6

dB, INPUT POWER= 23 dBm, AWGN POWER�140 dBm/Hz, NEXT NOISE

MODELED AS EIGHT ADSL DISTURBERS

means forcing the SIR to lie inside the target window. However,
the difference between the SIR and TIR inside the target window
does not cause any ISI. Furthermore, the TIR and SIR has larger
magnitude inside the target window than outside, which means
that the difference between them inside the window causes the
major part of the error. This means that the MMSE method pri-
marily tries to minimize the difference inside the window, which
does not cause ISI, than outside the window, which causes ISI.
A TEQ that has larger MSE caused by the difference inside the
target window could give better performance than one that gives
smaller MSE that is only caused by difference outside the target
window. Therefore, minimizing the MSE is not a good choice
to design a TEQ for discrete multitone modulation.

The MGSNR TEQ method is the first approach to include
a channel capacity maximization into the TEQ design proce-
dure. However, with all the approximations in formulating the
GSNR, a constraint on the MSE is required to achieve good per-
formance. This constraint forces the method to converge to a so-
lution close to that of the MMSE method.

Since ISI is caused only by the part of the SIR outside the
target window, minimizing only the part outside seems to be a
good direction to take. The MSSNR method gives the optimal
solution in the sense of minimizing the energy of the SIR out-
side the target window. This solves the problem with the MMSE
method but is still not optimal, as shown in the simulations. It is,
in general, not possible to force the SIR to lie entirely inside a
target window with an FIR TEQ. We show that the part outside
the target window act as an equivalent ISI path. The frequency
response of the ISI path determines which frequency bins are
going to carry the ISI power by what amount. The distribution
of this ISI power changes the SNR distribution, which changes
the achievable bit rate. The MSSNR method, however, does not
consider the shape of the SIR lying outside the target window
but only the energy.

Although the derivation of our min-ISI method is based on
maximizing the bit rate, it is a generalization of the MSSNR
method. The proposed minimum-ISI method weights the
residual ISI in frequency to penalize ISI in high SNR subchan-
nels. With this weighting, the energy lying outside the target
window is not necessarily minimum anymore, but the bit rate
will be higher.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present a new subchannel SNR definition based on our
derivation of equivalent signal, noise, and ISI paths in a DMT
system. Based on the subchannel SNR definition, we derive the
channel capacity as a nonlinear function of equalizer taps. We
develop an optimal maximum bit rate (MBR) solution, which re-
quires constrained nonlinear optimization and, thus, is not cost
effective for a real-time system. The MBR method achieves
close to the channel capacity as computed by the matched filter
bound for a conventional TEQ structure implemented as a single
FIR filter. To reduce computational complexity, we derive a
near-optimal min-ISI method that is a generalization of the max-
imum shortening SNR (MSSNR) method with the addition of a
frequency domain weighting of the ISI power.

In simulations, both the MBR and min-ISI methods out-
perform previously reported MMSE, MSSNR, and MGSNR
methods in bit rate. The min-ISI method delivers virtually equal
performance to that of the MBR method. A three-tap TEQ
designed by either of the two proposed methods outperforms
17-tap equalizers designed by MMSE, MSSNR, and MGNSR
TEQ methods.
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